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Play to Open Friday
For. Five-Night Stand

No:78

Minors Need
Blood Drire
Consent Slips

A theme familiar to many Spartanshow to go to college +hough
brokewill billustratedthisFriday8whenat
E very
e
at :15 p.m.
Minors who must have. par..nts
Woman Knows" opens its five -night run in the Little Theater.
sign consent slips in order to doTickets for the play, first major drama production of the quarter, nate blood in the campus drive
may be purchased in the Speech department office, Room 57, or at Feb. 14 and 15 and whose families
the theater door. Price is 90 cents
for general admission, 60 cents
with ASB card.
A character comedy about a
Scots family at the turn of the
century, "What Every Woman
Knmes" was written by James M.
Barrie, better known for his perennial children’s story:, "Peter
Pan."
The play will he presented
Friday, Feb. 1 through Wednesday. Feb. 6, excepting Sunday.
Under
he direction of Miss
Elizabeth Loeffler, assistant professor of speech, the comedy stars
Judith Levy as Maggie Wylie and
Warren Blomseth as John Shand,
the politically ambitious student
who agrees to marry Maggie if
her family will support him while
he attends college.
Blomseth last appeared.,as Lodovico in the popular fall quarter
presentation
of
Shakespeare’s
tragedy, "Othello." Miss Levy will
be remembered for her work in
the Drama department’s well -received production of Ferenc Molnar’s "The Swan."
"What Every Woman Knows"
tracetracess shand from his early college. days to his first political
through his meeting
uith the inesitable "other woman." and finally to the realization that home is where his uife is.
Costumes typical ca
British
dress in the early part of the century are by I3erneice Prisk.

DancelPill Top
Women’sWeek
Highlighting this year’s Women’s Week will be’ the coronation
of a "Jack of lb-arts" at the annual girl -ask -boy "Hearts Delight
Dance" to be held Feb. 15 at the
Scottish Rite temple.
The selection and nomination of
a "Jack of Hearts" will be held
in conjunction with t he Blood
Drive this year, according to
Edith Perazzo, publicity chairman.
Only those coeds who have donated a pint of blood to the blood
bank will be eligible to vote for
a "Jack of Hearts." Nominations
of male students for the honor
title will be held this afternoon
at the AWS meeting in Room 24
at 4:30 o’clock. All women students wishing to submit a choice
to the AWS council are requested
to attend the meeting.

Social Affairs
Committee
Selects Band
Merle Howard and his orchestra, featuring Nick Espidisito,
were chosen unanimously by the
Social Affairs committee yesterday to play at the spring quarter
registration dance, which will be
held on Mar. 24 from 9 to 12
o’clock at the Civic auditorium.
The committee also approved a
plan to contact a big-name band
for the spring dance, which is
scheduled for April 12. This dance
will be the biggest all -student
dance of the quarter and a large
turnout is expected.
The 1952 National Intercollegiate bridge tournament, sponsored
by the Social Affairs committee,
here, is under the direction of Dr.
Bert M. Morris and Dr. H. Murray Clark of the Science department. There is a signup list on
the bulletin board in the Student
Unioq for those who would like to
enter.
Interested students-should sign
up on this list as partners. The
local finals of the tournament will
be played during the week of Feb.
18, according to Dr. Clark.
On April 18 and 19, the 16 pairs
of players rating highest in the
United States will meet in the
finals in Chicago. Each college
that enters the tourney enters a
team of eight players who compete with other colleges by mail.

The Weather
Albert P. "Strength through
Solar-soaking" Garbunkle adjusted his mauve -tinged goggles and
prudently pulled his modified Bikini above his waist.
"Ahhh!" sighed Albert P. deliciously, "sunshine, health, youth,
devastating physique, u:hat more
could a weather prophet and internationally
famous
Chinese checker champion ask for?
Brains? Shekels? A new shurdru?
Nab!"
Splashing okra -root oil on his
rapidly tanning epidermis. he forecasted, optimistically, "More of
same, slightly diluted by morning
fog."

live some distance from the San
Jose area should pick up these
slips as soon as possible. Mks
Catherine Wallace, physical therapist, said yesterday.
These releases may be obtained
in Room 37A in the Commerce
wing or in the Health office in
Room 31. she stated.
Those students who h a % e to
mail slips home to receie family
signatures should do so immediately as soon as they get the consent slips, she commented.
Miss Wallace said that when
students, who are minors, go to
donate blood in the campus drive
they have to have the signed releases in their possession.
Other minors should begin applying for these papers, too, she
remarked. "We have quantities of
these release slips nou." she said.

UP ROUNDUP

Reds to Withdraw
After Armistice

4

A.

photo In Zinimerman: technical :ethic.- bs eiarbookle
BARBARA DEIsS, shoun :Wine, is enjoying the. fruits eil mans
months labor h ueather prophet A. P. teartesinkle. The rare sunDeed in surprise- is through the- eseurshine leasing Barbara opentes of Garbunkle, the surf through the comics% of Santa Crier.
Albert P. ssant it ’,noon, hossever, that he is not responsible. for
soon. As for the ocean and the girl, he
future quick freezes or
prognosticated that both unit he at S...1. Cruz come spring ’warier.

SJS Wage Clinic W ill Be Held
Feb. 18 in Colleie

After conferring with officials
of the regional Wage Stabilization
Chinese board this week, Dr. Edward P.
Panmunjom. Korea,
Communists inatcated loCay that Shaw. director of the college’s Inthey will bow out of Korea after
an armistice is signed, leaving at.:
mistice administration to the
North Koreans.
blueprint
Discussing the
ait I,
for a Korean arm,..?,’
United Nations stai: , !
Chinese Reds asked ’1 , ,L
dealing with the "joint I’ p,
ity" of Chinese and North I.
reans in the armistice be altri
leaving Communist responsibil.
to the Nort h Kor.:ans.
Senate Apprewes NATO.
Agreement
The Senal.
Washington. D.(’.
today approved an agreement ’
and Turkey. I.,
admit (;1ece
North Atlantic Treaty 01:..!
lion ’NATO,.
Cairo Deaths Continue
Egyptian rt.’
Cairo, Egypt.
cials today announced that flu,
curfew violators were killed a:
six injured by Cairo police
night.
Thousands of Egyptians are. I
-ported jobless today as a result ot
damage done to downtown Cairo
H. PAUL ECKER
business buildings.
Sabrejets Clash with Mies
Eighth Army Headquarters, Ko- stitute’of Industrial Relations, anrea. Outnumbered more than two nounced yesterday that the. proto one American sabrejets jumped posed SJS Wage clinic will be held
50 Communist Mil; 13’s mei* North Feb. 18 in Morris Dailey audiKorea today and damaged one in torium.
The clink’, sponsored In, the
a brief battle.

institute and the regional Wage Stabiliration board.
will be the. first one. of its type
Ii, be held on the Nest toast.
Dr. Shau said that the purpose
..f the clinic a ill be to clear up
11., minds et lashes and snail g eenent leaders an
problems
"I misiinderstandings of the gm
rIlmenr
uage and .4’1.1’1 0.1 bib/ ,It ion program.
11 Ps. -.1
,,I
ti., Ill:

meents rs
..ltatt and Mr. 1.4-liers

ot

Dr.

s
153 :trul
11111311.14111.. labor Anil lousiness
lit,I
the
leaders througl
.
ties to 4.111/1111 10 0.111 the.
sompos.. and importance of the.
torthe
s link%
According to the plans made
this week. Dr. Shaw said that the
clinic oill be divided into three;sessions. During the morning, the.
clinic will he devoted to spec...1
meetings on salary stabilization
and the special problems of faint
groups. The afternoon and eie.
.11mi; SI’S \1011S a III consist 01
explanation of the general %%ace
stabilization regulation.. A question and aitsu er period will I-.
I,. ld after the. explanation

Dean Announces Names of Sorority Pledges
A successful two-week sorority
rushing period ended yesterday
with th.. announcement of pledy,
lists by Miss Helen Dimmick, drat-.
of women.
Alpha (’hi Omega
Pl dies include: Janet Adams,
Brady, Shirley Ann
Kathleen
Broun, Susan Brumley, Lorraine
Alma Dither, Joann Drake, Dorothy Duffy, Patricia Fendt, Loo
Ann Frost, Joan Getter, Jane Girlie), Barbara Grant, Jeanette Haret-foe. Shit-ley jiubbard, Mary Ellen Johns, Mary Katicich, Barbara King, Marya Lerwill, Betty
Mardcsich, Bonnie Nelson, Lorraine Saich. Melva Lee Sperling.
LaRetta Arline Wood. and Joan
Lowell.
Alpha Omicron PI
Eleanor Da%.ajan, Shirley Dublin, Nancy Granev.ach, Gladys M.
Hansen, Janine Johnson, Dorothy
Krieger, Marjorie Leeds, Isabel

wros lippolis, Carol
, Nancy McDaniels,
Maher, Lois Martini,
Mary Claire
Mulardi,
Ja.(1.1.-1111. Rouleau, Mol%1101 Ann Thompson,
ly(’ )’.till?
Gwynet h
Thoraton.
Marianne
\Vents. Donna 7actiokke,
Alpha Phi
Carol Becker, on Ann carroll.
’Colleen Collins, Dorothy Lixon.
Virginia Donaldson, Arline Gentry, Carolyn Goodhue, Lore t t a
Grotheer. Ann Hathaway. Joan E.
liunter. Mary Kane, Ann Louise
Kelly, Joan Kennedy, Carolyn
Krauss,. Francine Adele Lawson.
Charlotte Munson, Diane Olson.
Edith Poolnian, Mary Jo Shanahan .loan Lou Tracy, Margaret
i Wade. Janet Willson,
CM Omega
Norma Affleck. Janet Arthur.
IGay Atterberry, Bernice Baciocco,
1 Joanne Bowlby, Catherine Carey,
Ruth I
hy
I
:shirk%

Clark.
Mercedes (7arter. (arol
Betty Colvin, Jackie D’Audfia,
Michelle Ann Finlayson, Stilt
Fraser, Noreen Golden, Virginia
Gray, Mary Grimes, Shirley Gross,
Mary Heffner, Martha Hierliti.
Gert rude Jarisen.s. Marib ii Ji nBarbara Johnson, Janet
:kins.
Johnson, Mary Helen Kehry Marian Kruse. Diane Lutz, Marian
Mccandless, Marilyn Mcl’hersoa,
1Marlene Messa, Ass Jean Moni!gomery, Leslie Ann Nichols, Jot c’
Orlando, Elvira Peterson, Bernier.
!Raple), Martha Ann Smith, Gerry
R Taylor, Helen Joan Ulm, Nora
Williams. Francis Wilson,
11.:tty Jane Wiset
Delta Gamma
’Bert% Ann Ahrens. Mole 1:edant. Janice Brockman. He% ell)
Dohs -man.
Bonno, Jean
Cast’.
’Sarah Eckert, Rita Franks, Caro’ lyn Go en, Diana Grohs. Diane
j Hanson, Consuelo Hart, Carol Lee

liore. Barbara liumharger,
Lamb. Jacmieline Luny Fume. Claire McCallum, Virginia McEneans, Margaret Mary Markt,
NalICY Merriman, Barbara Jiian
SuMollohan. Marzetta A.
Betsan Poulain. El rats-? it.
ty Rirhert, Jeanne Schall. eland Hite Smith..., Diane Smith...
’Seecolotsky. Ann Summers, Jeranne
Tracy. Annette Vince:it
Delta Zeta
Dorthea Bettencourt. Carol
!see, Diane Dy k e. Joan Italian.
Charlean Johnson. tiototh.
claire Se
Mary Ruth Mot
Barbara Ste inbatieh. Janet Elaine! \torts, Barbara Yakan
Gomm Phi Beta
Joan Lorraine Ayers. Shirley
Batter, Anne. Boikman, Margaret
Connell. Corrinne Cooley. Marie
Christine De Paoli. (lions 1h11..o.
Marlene Foster. Julia Ann II :!gault. Jean Gammill, Jean Good-

Ita I

.1,

T4017:11.

;lit-

Judith Ilah. Joan WO .:411
Calois el jaiivir
Kircho... \Ian’s ii
KesteiNon.
Mont i mt. Eliza Miller. Joan»,
heti. ....Nell.
Carole
:a, Pato icrie ’Vat: VlHeklet..
t;ite. Sliaton
’ Alice Forman.
Kappa .%lpha Theta
slur %
Allen. Ma ril% it Joan
Rat.11.
1:411(‘I
Pal hal a
I ii,rf
Burke. Caml% n Burt-i’ll
’Art 1l t 1.
CaIllif
Joan list r.L Suzano. 51..1..I to
P.011(’1:1 I
111; ’
../
tee
Grit teN .
Carol
Ilotchkts
Karin Johnsson. 15 lore,. Jukieh.
t a Martin, Joni.
Anne Pedi rsen, Margaret Plat I .
Sondra Meiners. -Ann ftcniel. Pa I tricot ’-’now, Portia Snoo.
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Mar) Ellen Haile). Lola Beard,
(Continued on Page 4/
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Ping Pong No Longer Just a Tad’;
Champions Praise Game as 1-lobby
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New Student Union Advocated

Ca-,.rej
rt4;
aro-nd so much that the
too- of the moist modern I.f all
chains%
l’ung,
take on an almost obnoxious meaning to those who are subfor itself more than :i.5110,000
, red to the incessant drum beating of the -rah-rah- set.
%it longer considWe 0%411 there is a new way to approach the subject and it may enthaSiasts.
game, it is
ered just a
be a clue to why outoders have termed the SJS student body one of firml) established and promises
the most apathetic in the country.
to go along V. it I, basketball.
baso-ball. golf, tennis., and 10.4of the finest in the nationis
A New Student Unionone
11.01 in prioiding thrills for the
meeded. It is within the grasp of SJS.
spec I, tots allot delight for the
In this SNirlens Union would be situated a bock store, cafeteria
ointestants.
and perhaps a ballroom, as well as other facilities for recreation and
Nut
Pm..: Pong a ino
relaxation heretofore unknown to SJS students.
rrimpetitive game. hut it is one of
This edifice would do more than any other single thing on cam- the quickest and easiest tva,,.s of
getting exercise. as Norman Pirrry
p Js toward acquainting persons on a -student-to-student" basis.
iIl
1 ,t
11;:e.;, psychology insttuctor ,
There now is an excess of $35,000 in a reserve ASB fund which ,7
rod be earmarked for a new Storient Union.
Mr Periy. recent winner of thn
This wo.uld be only a meager startbut it would be a start.
all -college Ping Poni..! tournament.
The nest move would be for +he associated students to pass a
an old hand at the game and
%%inning In competitioIl.
law allocating $2 to $3 per person to be taken from the $15 paid
whilo
hr won triurrnibuilding fund.
ano,,,illy by eich stuar.:nt, for
at n
troth
rat
-Tech
t
e
d
a
weren
put away
in the men?,
Say, for instance that the $3 per stud
FrIA fl,f, at San JIO1, he ha.;
Approximately $18,000 a year would accumulate
/ear.
th..
1/. rfHtin.tiwi ..4
,.1
rem ,’der
ner did)

Th.

rroney (a total of at least 51,500,000
come horn the state, probably on a dollar

fhe

ol

&Aar brc.’5.

?

N..
?

t

o rt

y that si.ident-, would assemble;n the nr,w
sInging
Hail, Spartans,
onm poms

yinr)
O.Jteis

*1,1
rwainia, ’n -..S fl,k proposed Student Union would
r,r.,.ct about new opportunites on campusan opportunity for stuthnir 1.-isure time or participate in organized recreat--,tt Sr. relax
t, programs, and a 0‘
dis,:over ,ahat that termStudent
l/nion -really means.
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..sercke is .2.2111enlifig, tho
just
putting off. 1 oh,. 1111.
force thernehes, the% neer get
enutigh:
splained SI r. Vero.
rink. Iong is a combination,,f
eerti.e and relavithin. he said.
and up,-id the most comenient
%%ay% ol getting, booth.
som e i.x’ople a particu la r
siewt ma) be a profession, to some
a pastime, and to others a hobby.
The latter as the case with both
Sally Matheson and Ken IA".021.:
Imalists in the recent tourner.
I’
the ssortinn
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11,1 11111,11,11,11111
f ree- folk dancing ti ill be offered to di,m of speeeh arid fie. dorn it night in the Women’s gym, when
press to all, hut Ni know it is an tia international Students Orgass.is
tO Vol
Ito- qiI4it
entl/f
titiation dance gets underway at
’kel)
rote Who is ber/ knots n a a
Aro,
grong lip lel Ma ball 731) o’clock, accoiding to Herbert
r ham;
of if MIR ii. iii I 1.141.1111 I eitionist buctinle something that , Perry, president of the organizaItabsidual freedom. hessian tit looks good on I’. on posters" It Is tion
,peerh. o oil liberties. them ate happening now uhether ue like it
’flue
Spartan
Spinners.
folk
uou. lost rot towed reims least to or not
the
along
with
club,
dancing
1..1111.1.8m iind
French and Spanish clubs, will he
el)
rallOIN "I".
IF
One hand and at
honored guests at
the dance.
ilerbert A Peirs. ASH 3872
%Ouch will be open to the student
body No admission will be charged lor the esent.
-Ballroom dancing and games
also will be part Of the program. said liityna Sischo, social chairman of the group. Refreshments
null be sened the guests, she
n anted for flaunting. 1’, blocks added
ION RENT
Music tot the stance is Ill be furtor Kent. 1 all ra rooms for tom distant Free telephone Patking
nished by records
I os,
t
t Mg
built,
!Art!. Piano
3-1938 126 S Se% en th
ty..si
sti era
Hot and cold water. Half bath
SIM Piped III tit ...O1 S 1:1.11
For sale: Abed sell immediately. Prisate entrance. Men only.. 406
--try, CY .1 !WI
()My one prevt- S. 11th street
er R. lit :
144, gilts out OO net- Inquire at 301 S. Fifth
ii
112411e Rent is $21 ’41 sr’ eet Alit
FOR MALE
h% don i sun thlitle.’
3.75(5.’
For Sale: I- ’r sale imineillittel,.
roe sale: Make an offer! 1938
tor Stead: RI...rm. for rent u ith
Mins sedan
Loss Pontiac sedan. Good tires. runs
o
11015
kileben
$12 710 pet mileage AN 6 6971
good, newly painted. Private ownmonth 112 S 12th slier,. or o
.r CY 2-9660.
For Rent: I Hie mom tot- man
4 ’Y
44:0
Ileat
flee
Parking
maise:
tare,.
I or
1I
out a Iie
blocks
!tom
college
("i
"Tis Si.. test* that tells the tale"
iir 1 pt 2 men Room and , 3 143/4 426 S Se%etith street
Vat a rowierth for 13 meals
Four Rent: singli loom for male
a week Excellent %turbine condi student Pi 0 ate entranee
Breaktaws
A better deal cannot
fast pm
I/40 F. William or, -et
501 Almaden Ave.
Phone
2-409%1
.0 fel two blocks conth
CV 4 61.9
6
For Kent: t.,o age room Ileat.el
e, Keel: Male st latent to sha,
,..rut with ’Oil
hloiI,in
ichnol
5.
5’r

C lassthe

Am

phut a by Gilmore
RECF.NT WINNERS of the second all -college Ping Pone tournament held recently at the Neuman club are shown receis inf.; their
Tony Meduri, Nenman club president. Pictured, left
trophies f
to right. are Meshiri, hen Lessler, Sally Matheson. and Norman
Perry. college instructor.
dus ision, has never played the
garra competitively before. Her experience consists of two years of
play with her father at their horn..
in Martinez.
Sally admits that she beats her
dad consistently. "It’s my lioriti,"
she said,
hen. ii hi. took top honors in
a [MI
di% ision.
fraternit
1h..
1:allned his shill at the game
r a to a flielithur of his tam brother is reall% a
o hasiip.- he said, olle talight me
all 1 knon."
Ken has -Isso pr. .N lot:, 0 .,!
to, m wins to his credit 17
lornitown of Lon::. Beach.
liftse trilltnphS. it was ow:.
.cently that he managed to is .
his brother. But the best pa:.
.atiout the game. says Ken, is th
many ts.ople soul meet
Nrser let it be said that Ping
Piing is strictls an .Imerican
g:
.
anil Irani Iglehach,
Norssegian In in, a n d I
ted
students at Y.11S, nere ..wini-flnalkts in the recent bairn:
nt.
The,, learned the game at their
h
in Noma).

PLENTY OF CHOICES

CV

Wholesalers of
Beef, Veal and Lamb
fo-

Boardinghouses, Res+aarans,
Institutions
U.S. Good Steer Carcass
$58.35
U.S. Commercial
$53.35
& EMPIRE

Carcass

CYpress 5.4526

CY 3-7789

In modern Oriental
surroundings.
221 E. JACKSON ST.

Closed Mondays

UPSTAIRS

Don’t forget
Coca-Cola..
For your dances,

games
special events

and

WE FURNISH THE EQUIPMENT,
BRING THE ICE and GIVE
PROMPT SERVICE

You pay only for the
Coke and Ice used

FRIENDLY SERVICE

CALL CYpress 3-7812
.1.) Al / "%VA(
C

tea

STUDENT DESIGNED PRICES

Typing Service
Warren

SIERRA DRESSED
BEEF CO.

BANQUETS

"FEEL AT HOME"
WONDERFUL FOOD

IOSS

ERNIE NELSON. ’37

Liberal profits assured

Kent

FILSON

the college campus they found
that it led the way to many
In’ nds. Although they didn’t qt.
make the winner’s circle. they iei
nut it was loads of fun and %%ell
uorth the effort.
So. whether here or ahro.,’
VS it( tiO’r for relaxation, oxen,
o; j,Ist the competitive spirit
:oar% Ping Pong has ft.
1,1;iee. Ask those who kr,
and they’ll tell you it can’t

ItRATAURANT
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tor

4-65,37

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE
545 50

SECOND

Fro* Periwig

j

kett...er Chinese Dinners

Snider’s Donut Shop

Heal: Vas an, s Ii ’n,- titol
kit. hen pt
S
511.,!.
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United States

the

three months ago. Play the
pleasure. But here

entered as second class Hatter April
24. 1934, at San Jos*, California, undo,
the act of March 3, 1179.
Full leased wire senile* of United Press
Member, California Newspaper Publishit’ Association.
Press of the Globe Printing Company,
1445 5 First SI San Jose Cal fo,s;e
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Ex-A azi Scientts. t

-- Exchange Page -The 1952 political pot is simmering.
One can’t get out much these
days for fear of being crushed to
death by numerous hats of all descriptions being thrown into the
presidential ring.
Because of increasing student in in politics during the election year, we thought it might be
interesting to note several student efforts to put something in the
political pot by way of their colIee,e newspapers.

cheal Haggerty, a residem fa Los
Angeles, who is 101 years old.
Haggerty had just had himself declared competent to vote, for, as
he puts it, "I want to vole for
Senator Taft before I die."
The elderly gentleman actually
is older than the Republican party. His birthday is Sept. 1, 1850,
while the Grand Old Party was
formed in 1856.
However, he is convinced that
"the great crisis" the nation is
facing is solvable only by the Republican party in general and Ro! bert Alphonso Taff in particular.

Tells of IF ortinte
Work in Ge rmany
f Dave Burrington wrote t
article for the Minnesota Daily in
a recent issue.)
You get used to it.
You get used tit allied bombs
crashing nearby, used to the
frantic ...arch of German militarists tor a secret o eapon. used
to the constant pressure for new
ways of making turbo -jets more
efficient.
That’s the ersoerience of the mechanical engineering department’s
newest professor. Dr. Ernest R. G.
Eckert. A former scientist with
the German air ministry, he is one
of the few authorities in the world
on heat transfer.
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Rules of New Chivalry
Recounted by Writers

sprill
The Syracuse Daily Orange second wr-i.k
supplies this feature by Dec ’
C. Vote Istrair: lit Republiean
Caruso and Gene Rani.)
ticket: Anyone oho %%ill admit
soling lor Herbert Masser oil
With the advent of a young New
Jersey sea captain refusing to 1932 as a his al Republican sh,’tu Id
abandon his ship f till it sank Ed. eontinue to %tile against our 1 /11.note) we may well have a return MOCrat it’ pri,ident ’i, era’ election.
, to the age of chivalry. In which
case we have compiled a set of
,:s tel the nation s
It is nevi
rules that will be put into effect: governmental tradition that the
A. Staying with burning houses: stalwart Republicans continire to
When a house catches fire, it will hold presidential elections, sport
Students Prepare
Is’ expected that the landlord eve. buttons, call names and spend for.
When Sen. Joe McCarthy R.
cuate the tenants and then strifil ones ,vim though the crew lilt
Survived Quakes, Democrats
.
Wis.I arrives on the University of
the ship after Landon
(Heat transfer ilIVOIVP% the on the trool directing the firemen.
Minnesota campus in the near fuAnd reporter Lochner says HagIle should ask that all nets, ladture to deliver a speech, he may gerty must know a crisis when flow of heat energy assay from
ders and hoses be taken from the
find out that some members of his he sees one, for during his lifetime Intense sources of heat.)
Tall, thin, and smiling, with a building, but he may he allowed to
audience know more about his he has taken part in many such
slight German accent. Dr. Eckert use a water pail and sand to batrecord than he himself does.
events.
started working on new types of tle the blaze.
Aiwa/kg to the Minnesota
They include the San Francisco
aircraft propulsion back in 1938.
;
Real Estate Agent: ’Non here’s
If all hope i lost, the landlord
Daily, the Students for Demo- earthquake, the Klondike gold
After receiving a degree from takes his leases, sits in the ti
A- a house without a flaw
cratic Action group has prepared rush, and Buffalo Bill’s buffalo.
Harvatd Man: "What on earth
a program that will be present- hunts on the plains of Wyoming. the University of Danzig in 1934, u:liter and holm,. himself to the
ed prior to the speaking engage- During all this time he has beenl he was hired by a German re- ; hassement. His ashes should he do you walk on?"
search center in Branschweig to . placed in a special pail and taken
Fresno J.C. Rampage
ment. It is designed to examine a staunch Republican.
find out how to control the ter- out only upon oveasions vihen ,
A supposedly cured gentleman
the Wisconsin senator’s history
Haggerty has been eligible to
and latest feats of political derr- vote in some 20 presidential elec- ri ic heat generatedy jet engines. conditions make the sides altos was released from the mental hie:"At first, conditions were very
pita’. and the doctor in charge
exceptionally slippery.
ing-do.
tions, beginning with Ulysses S. floorable for research," Dr. Ecktalked to the man about his plan
The program will be entitled Grant’s second term in 1872. And ert said. "The scientists were alB Falling Zeppelins: A passen- for the future.
"McCarthyism: A Short Course." his help in the coming election will ways treated tell. Rut as the get- on a falling Zeppelin is allow"John,- said the doctor-, -ss hat
Ttie five points of the program, be appreciated by Taft if the Ohio- tide of war turned against u% , ed to hail out in case the balloon)
subject to change, will be:
an is the GOP choice. According the search for neo oraponsi and begins to deflate; the pilots and I line of work do you intend to pui to popular polls Iyep7 those things applications of heat research hostesses must stay with the ship , SUP . "
1. The McCarthy Record.
"Well" answered the former inunless one of them is needed to l
2. Role of the Demagogue in again) Taft will need every vote became more pressing.
I,
mate "Sine.. I passed my bar exhe can get.
American Politics.
"Before we could finish one pro- re. his story on records.
, aminatain I might he a law see
3. Psycho-pathology in McCarject, orders would come to change
Predictions of Things Not
e. Stick sOth the Brom ns: ; Then again I might go on the stage
thyism.
was
that
fast
Research
to
another.
To Come
Any fan oho at one time has de- or be an engineer. Then, ol rout se
4. McCarthy and the Bill of
We predict, assisted by an idea - and out of it came the V-1 and clared his allegiance to the St.
there he paused). I might iust
Rights.
V-2
rockets.
Loiii Broon. baseball club may
taken from the Daily Northwesta tea kettle."
5. How to Listen to McCarthy
The city of Braunshweig was not support any other big league
ern, that the following events will
- Pacific Weekly
Logic and Semantics.
not take place in following months. bombed quite heavily. In fact the team until the flrovins Sr.’ maIf there’s a coal shotlage this
Announcement of what Senator although they could.
center of the city was practically thematically out of the pennant . year, use coke. It won’t Lase much
McCarthy is slated to speak about
date %ark.% front year
Senator Taft will star in a pic- destroyed. Our research labora- i race. This
: heat, but remember. sou get tu.r
was not indicated in the story, but
falls
ture entitled "To Err Is Truman." tories were camouflaged in a for- to year hut it usually
cents hack on every bottle.
in his case, it isn’t necessary.
ested area some distance away. around July 1.
Explanation from the math deHarold Stassen will publish a however, so we were not discovRepublican Older than Party
This 11.111.,
rtigret to atikittm - partment: A circle has no cornets.
music instruction book entitled ered."
ledge, is exactly four months alter I An oval has no corners, too BM
Speaking of Republicans, here is "Blowing Your Own Horn Made
Despite a shortage of stratethe St. Louis management has :not nearly so many corners a, .4
a story about one who is as likely Easy."
gic materials, principles develto vote for Harry S. Truman as
Sen. Pat McCarran will write oped by Eckert and his co-rvork- given up on the team, an annual , circle has.
Not re Dame Sehoia st
Norman Thomas is to campaign a song entitled "Reds Sail in the err; were utilized in Germany’s event that takes place during the
for Senator McCarthy. It’s from Sunset."
most successful jet enginethe
the California Sun, student newsPresident Truman will take the Junin 004, made hv the famous
paper at UCLA, with by-line credit
stage as Hamlet, uttering with a Junkers aircraft plants. it was
to one Bob Lochner.
Missoupi twang. "To be or not to In extensiye produetion near the
end of the war,
Lochner interviewed John Mi- be . . ."
When the war ended, Dr. Eckert
; accepted a five-year contract by
the United States Air Force to
For a real buy, and real
’conic to this country and work on
!secret heat and aerodynamics resatisfact;on, buy Kingan’s at
search.
l He spent from 1945 to 1948 at
Wright -Patterson Air Force base
The pledging of a Jewish man from pledging and or initiating I in Dayton, Ohio. Then he became
330 S. SECOND
by the University of Chicago chap- : anyone without the approval of !adviser to the national advisory
, commission on aerodynamics, a
ter of Sigma Chi fraternity has I the national headquarters.
, position he still holds.
resulted in that chapter’s requestSamuel Bullock, representing
The movement of German se’ing inactive status from the na- national headquarters of Sigma
,
entists to both the east and west
tional organization.
Chi in Evanston. Ill., stated "1
left Germany lacking the techPreviously, the national had am sure there is nothing to it
placed the Chicago chapter on ! Sigma Chi has no restrictions on nical knoo -boo needed for reNothing nicer for that speeal feed
construction and further reprobation. sigma Chi alumni had Jewish students.
search, Dr. Eckert saw.
than some good eating rolls. We
threatened to sell the fraternity
But according to correspondence
house If the student o as pledgmake six different kinds.
with his friends still in Germany,
ed, according to an %ssareinted
the situation is improving. Some
Collegiate Press report printed
They not only taste extra gocd. but
of the scientists are returning and
in the Daily NorthYestern,
they also dress up your table.
.
others are being trained. .
Paul Hanson, president of 111,
Al Anthony of San Diego State
Dr. Eckert likes America. "Es Chicago chapter, said that nothing a journalism major, is a proof- peciall,v the way people here con was done at the rush period last .
reader par excellence. He found a ;side’: themselves equal and ignore
year by national officials when it
221 S. 2nd
of class distinctions," he said.
was learned that the boy was to mistake in Welxs-ter’s dictionary,
"To all Europeans this is a great
all
places.
The
error
is
on
page
180
be pledged, so the Chicago group
! thing."
felt justified in continuing hi, of the last edition,
’Saes Day is Every Day"
pledging.
Anthony informed the publ
yrs of their error in printing
Then the day before inithit
word "contest" without the
I
was to take Ware, the nit’
Li
V)
organization notified the group and they thanked him for poin,
it out. He says proofreading
that they had been put on prohation, whir!’ prohibit. them ".01,t a habit" with him.
I11,11..
Frarieistio 11.1’1
I, , 1 ,
13.3 pei rent in 1951, the St..’
Chamber of Commerce said toda
Preliminary estimates by t
chanther’s research depart YTI.
Showed $21.000,(a00.00r
out On pa tolls &rine
year.
The chamber said this
Hi
ivpresented a higher pa
than the nation as a whole
because of th. large mini,
Ot-fense milli acts in the at;.
Various Colors
Various Styles
expansion of cis than emph
Various Sizes
(1/77.,A

Jest for Laughs

Kingan’s Delicious

Eastern Pork

Alleged Discrimination
At Fraternity Reported

14165 9ccd chcp

HOUSE MANAGERS

Dictionan Sleuth

CHATTERTON BAKERY

Personal Incomes
Rise in California

51tere

a

N..,J

Complefe Zinc of

Sample ...7orosais

Delicious Hamburgers
and
Homemade Apple Pie
at

at

Audrey’s

The SuPyer /Mae -

388 E.
SANTA
CLARA

Ti, 8,1roy- I-lotho is now open
sausin days a waei; Monday Ant
Thursday it A.M. to 12 M., Friday. Satirday. and Sunday II
AM to I A.M. Coto. in today
and fry us out.

4 ’

Full Length and Ballerina

N Oft D’S
CYviss
4.3659

7;

"For lunches and
between class snacks
ICS E.

FERNANCO

Coals

Nooses

Dresses

$5.00 to S24.95
CY 4-4348

76 W. San Antonio
9 30 to 6
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Phi Sigma Kappas Hold
Open House for 450

SP%1K1 1% 11%11 1

rci
1-3octat

dhoti Fish, AOPi house mother,
Members of Phi Sigma Kappa
served coffee.
fraternity staged their big social
B AHDETH GREENQUIST
Coming events for the fraternity
event of the year Sunday when
_
they welcomed some 450 students, include a pledge banquet to be
faculty members, and friends to held Saturday evening at Brook their new chapter house at 655 S. dale Lodge, honoring newly initiDSC Pledge
Second street.
official hostess for the late af- ated members of the fall pledge
ternoon social and buffet was class.
Presentation of the pledge gift
Glenny Whitmire of Delta Gamma
mirority, winner of the fraternity’s will be made during the evening.
-Moonlight Girl" queen contest Don Doty, social affairs chairman,
is in charge of the affair.
held last quarter.
Dick Hammer, Phi Sigma Kappa ptesident, served as official
SLENDERIZE
host. Other officers in the recepYOUR
tion line were Don Doty, vice-pres’dent; Ed Tuft, secretary; Bob
Corwin BarBowles, treasurer;
WITH THE
field, inductor; and Jim Patter,
FAMOUS
sentinel
r.i
GARDNER
An added attsaction at the open
.
ROLLERS
’ house was a showing of paintim-Spot
done by J. E. Aberlex, native of F.1
Reducing
Salvador. The collection is own ,1
Gentle
hy Mrs. W. L. Cooley of San Cal Massage
los. mother of fraternity membe!
No
Apt Cooley.
Exertion
The paintings include scenes o!
We invite the Investigation of your
Half Moon Bay, the Santa Cm/
Available ONLY at the
physician.
mountains. Fisherman’s Wharf, a
and a
Ana,
Santa
in
mill
pepper
BLANCHE WHITE
;.
:scene in Acojutle. El Salvador. all
I in oils. Another Half Moon bay
Evenings by Appointment
photo by Gilmore ’scene is in water colors.
MSS
CY
111,11.11Ir THEMsELVES at the buffet table during the Phi Sigma
Jose Sarria, fraternity member
Twohy Bldg., 210 So. Fird
402
Kappa open house are Dr. Edviard Shim, assistant professor of reto- and chef, took charge of the bufirried
14)1 lock Kee,. k a ,
ok
and fraternity adsiser; Helen Firms?) of Kappa Phi, pianist; fet refreshivents. Miss Helen Kern114110
- I .ir
Glenn) %%Admire, Delta (Minima and fraternity "Moonlight Girl" say. Kappa Phi sorority, played
sersril as official hostess; and Dick Hammer, fraternity presi- piano selections. General arrangedent isnd official host for the afternoon affair. The cake centering ments were handled by Don Doty
the holfil table has a hase :10 hy 11 inches. The Greek letters for
land his social affairs committee.
A144111:4 kappa appear in gold on the elesated tier, aith a border of
The new white stucco house has
abe
id carnations aith magenta centers. the fraternit) firmer.
3-7007
15 rooms and two sundecks, and
houses 36 men. Members painted
THE
AND
MODEL
"THE
and decorated their own rooms.
if iitooioeit
Page I
MARRIAGE BROKER"
The fraternity closed its old chap1.0,i rile 114011 11, Hartiat a lieclune.
Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady
ter house at 598 S. Ninth street
Boo tuna Ann
HI., Ann
NEVER FORGET YOU
-I’LL
quarter.
fall
of
end
the
at
Burgess, carol Christ, Sall’ fail- I bids 14141 I4
Tyrone Power, Ann Blyth
held
fraternity
the
night
Monday
()el Mlitoki.
’ie.’
1.1r
MC, Joan Phyllis Erickson re- a joint dinner with Alpha Omicron
Mao i17.11 Downing, Gail Flanagan.:
CY 3 1953
sioL.t\
food left over
Jorgenson, Virginia EY11011. reed Bud Walker as president of cently exchanged marriage vows Pi to use all the
buffet. Mrs. ElizJacqui line Martin Barbara Mat - Delta Upsilon fraternity in eke- with Robert J. Allen at the Sacred from the Sunday
"ROOM FOR ONE MORE"
Arlene
P
1, le,
Marilee
Cary Grant, Betsy Drake
Heart church in San Jose. The
Gaii tion of officers held recently.
laitigiverg, Shit
’THE BIG NIGHT"
Other new officers are Carlo Rey. Father Joseph Milani offiT. tow., Batty Joyce Turner, Joan
John Barrymore Jr.
01vice-president;
Steven
Bottini.
dated at the formal double ring
Whitener. Eliftibeth WI15011. Janet
E. C. Turner, Sigma Pi national
secretary;
recording
Ivo*.
Mike
Votive
secretary, visited the local chapceremony.
CY 2-6778
Steptwich, house manager:
Bud
stigma Kappa
The best man, Jerry Dedo, is a ter recently. Mr. Turner talked
Walker,
secretary;
corresponding
II i ad). 11.\ illy Bruno.
fraternity officers about prowith
"MAN IN THE SADDLE"
Shirley !amuse Stan Booth. sergeant -at -arms; and senior aeronautics major at State. blems in which the national body
Jio
(Technicolor)
(a F r. Fannie Rhoda Covington. Torn Barney. house critic. Terms Ushers were Louis Gregory, junior might offer assistance to local
Randolph Scott. Joan Leslie.
language major; Robert Langston, groups.
I asbeth Davis, Dorothy F./4VMM, of office will run until June.
Knox
Alerander
The fraternity recently concludRenee Frisch, SIN. Karen
’MAGIC CARPET"
senior psychology major, and Dale
season
with
rush
the
winter
the
ed
identification
insect
in
class
A
Kattiliii Fay -Kidder. Kathleen
In Color)
of 15 men last we,ac in Reynolds, sophomore political sci- taught by Dr. J. Gordon Edwards,
Luce Ball. John Agar
Mao ul ii 1,o Oath.). Mar) pledging
al.
house.
chapter
ceremonies
at
the
(dice
major.
the
colat
biology
in
instructor
\
’ippin,
The pledge roster includes Ben
A reception was held in the lege, now is being offered by the
I Iiit
k PosCY 4-0083
Pierre. Jim Shierloh. Mark Setlow, Spartan room of the Hotel Sainte
Adult center.
Peterson,
John
be
Sweeny,
Art
Claire immediately following the
1..114‘
"TALES OF HOFFMANN"
Rill Hvvrin, Tom McKay, ceremony.
kyle Fraser,
(Technicolor)
At" Steprovich. Ralph ’Harder. AlYour finest choice
With Moira Shearer
The new Mrs. Allen is a surgical
exander Culbertson, Pete ErickStar of The Red Shoes’
s 1 )
((kif
kiko,cth
n. K eith Itrimhall technician at O’Connor hospital
Show Starts at 800 P.M
your firg ine4uieu1
and a graduate of Notre Dame
high school in 1948. Her parents
CY 3-3353
reside in San Jose.
m
TOWLE STERLING
)
Allen, son of Mrs. Lola Allen of
0.1
k1%.1111’0111101’illl’
ItalSed 14) SIAM
WANT YOU"
Tulare, received his RA degree
OLD
Farley Granger Peggy Dow
memo) will inyor- from San Jose State in Dee MI
Kappa i
Ilse alumni scholarship final oil!
C; LACE
COLONIAL
Dana Andrews
k for the purpose with distinction and depm,,
the Class of 711 has ll’ertIllt hr.en pirate ’hi.MISTER PEEK -A-800’
from !SIMI) to 81-iiitio. 01 Tiiitt,siling 141sItst.,Ls according honors in psychology. Ii
Production in English
French
poldwity chairman. six years with the Nav.
it was annonion_vil in Milton C to Jim
With Joan Greenwood
11’1,1st/iris all Iv. Jack Seheiwites. in the Pacific.
Lin)
) .1.1) ’sec
.
sr,o’ t...it reshera and Clair Tellier.
Th. fund pros pile,
The couple plan to live at frilt
CY 3-8405
Mayfair:
selaitir-Iiips annually t.$ 114’141’1 ving
Harmon avenue after returning
It. shaven or junior college trans- l
Bob Tafoya. San JOK4C State end, from an extended honeyrnoen trip
"TEN TALL MEN"
1.1
Ti,
Ili,.
liat hurdles ’ south
hair .1 (’
(Technicolor)
Burt Lancaster, Jody Lawrence
YOU NEVER CAN TELL
I 10141%
D,cli Powell, Peggy Dow

Dance
Held at Hillsdale
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FIGURE

TEN Treatments 2500

SLENDERIZING SALON

Dean tnnotin(es
List of Pledges

SHOW SLATE

California:

Erickstpn -Allen
)11 Repeat ogrs

1)elta L psiltm

Frat Visitor

Studio:

t%)411eF

Padre:

Lambda (hi

MEET BERNIE ...
; I 40 plus (He’s smart)

11111’114re Illiiiali4111

Who says:
Go to 8ernice’s when you need
buttons removed or replaced
Inci extra charge/.
at 134 F. San Sil,ikt, BERNICE’S CLEANERS
-.AM a lump, skip and hop off censpus"

How to Score on a Date!
Grooming
in the

scores

eyes

high

of men!

Hazel Bishop Lipsticks
Theresa Whales Beauty Solos
156 W. San Carlos

1..itithila Chi Alpha fritter -no
held initiation ceremonies Satin day at the chapter house, according to Marvin Hall. publicity chairman
Pledges initiated were Kenny
Mitchell. Dick Thompson. Jim Leonard, Dick Rivas, Norman Sherr.
Gene %Veit, and Don Craib. Mitch
is president of the pledge class
Taking charge of the initiation
was I.)nn Roomershine, assisted
In Dick Johnson. Don Camp, Marvin Hall, Davy Woods. and Rod
Kelley
Ray Silva was pled;"
trainer for the group.
A banquet was held at the house
following the ceremony. The initiation dance is scheduled for Feb.
at Hotel Li vidon in Los Gatos.
-

Special Rates to All
Campus Organizations

Angel Food Donuts
coiet4

CY 54912

Saratoga
2020

Saratoga:
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?

1l(4 and JUNG
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F’s’ Si.

"LOVERS OF VERONA"
French Love Story
French, With English Titles
ParIlels Romeo-Juliet Theme
-VENDETTA"
Faith Dornergue, George Dolenz

Mission:

GAY

400 SOUTH 1ST ST. PticreChattic4-0033

NOW SHOWING

’Tales of
Hoffinami

islet by TIONICOU:1111
mom ammo

MAT. lit 10 rows $1.20; Gan.
$1.50; Loges $1.80; EVE. lit
10 rows $1.20; Gen. $130:
Logos 8240.

CY 3-8141

"COME TO THE STABLE"
Ciallest Holm
Lorota
FIGHTING SULLIVANS’
An Baiitr, thonsI Mitchell

SAN JOSE DRIVE-NI

CY 5-5005

AD,AissioN 40c
"THE WELL"
Henry Morgan, Barry Kelly
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Abaft &Costello, Frank Buck, Mar Beer
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"TEN TALL MEN"
16,f Lancaster, Jody Lawrence
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Mickey Rooney, Sally Forrest
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Units of 40th Division Americans
Earning Less Than s’5000 Yearly
Now Fighting in Korea May File Tax Returns on Short Form 1040.:1
- At least
Washington (UPI
some units of California’s 40th
National Guard Division are fighting in Korea, it was disclosed yesterday.
Disclosure that a second National Guard Division had been
committed in the Korean war followed announcement that Sgt. 1 c
Kenneth F. Kaiser, Jr., a member
of the 400, was killed in action
near Kunisong. Korea, Jan. 20. lle
was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth F. Kaiser. 1412 W. 60th
street. Los Angeles.
Sergeant Kaiser via,, the first
member of the 40th to h. reported to Army Headquarters

here as having been killed in
By ROBERT F. LOFTI S
all marhed person.. to file joint
than 315,eletit also has the titian
action.
P Staff Corresspondent
DS lasing (Ii. so-called short Intel
hushand-ssife returns. Joint re Army spokesmen would not
Washington 1UP) It you’re one turns can be filed esen though
form it he %% ants to %as.. the
lcomment on the 40th Division be- of
the 37,1XXIAMO Americans who the nib. had no income.
trouble of it ’’lolling hts deeitie ing sent from Japan to Korea.
earned less than $5.000 in wages
For tax purist...es, it you were a (Ions.
’They said any official announce! ment must come from either Far or salaries last year, you can stop married person on Dec. 31, MI.
Short 1090 differs 1:.n 1.1
worrying about how to figure your that is your status for the entire in that sou titan-. se,a oon
lEast Headquarters in Tokyo or
Federal income tax.
year The same holds true if your It can he used
sou has,
the Eighth Army in Korea.
The government will do it for nac of husband died at any time hi -um annuals., and other .’r.
Divisions are mosed in increyou, free of charge, if you file in PIM, But it you were divorced not eligible for 1()40A, and
ments and SOM. units of the 40th
your return on short form or legally separated on or before may deduct legitimate trio (.1 es still may be in the Process of
1040.t.
Dec 31, you are considered single t petIst’S in)111
; transfer from Japan to Korea.
You may use that simplified tax tor the full year and must tile
Oklahoma’s 95th Division reIf y
Vh101.11 short 1040. the
. rent’s. relieved the First Cavalry form if your 1951 incom. was un- seParale returns.
3..in of filling ont your retuni is
der the $5.000 limit, all in wages
You cannot use 1040A as a sep- only
.intanti71 Division in Korea.
slightly more complicated
It was indicated that the 40th or salaries reported on n ithold- :irate return if you are married than on loin 4. lou list your in ing tax statement,, plus not more and live in a Communits prcavrty
nould relieve another
.1111 sources. illeslin’t
than $100 in other wages, do 1- -tate Arizona, ( alitorma. Idaho.
possibly the 24th.
It.6410 for each eemption claimLouisiana. Nevada. New Mexico , ed.
The 4011i and -15th were two of dends or interest
and figure. y one Les from the.
You may not WO’ it if you had- Texas or Washington.
the first four Guard infantry’ divitable on the back page. That
sions called to active duty after Income from any other source.
neJoint return on /040.4,
table includes an 111111%1111111... f..r
outbreak of the Korean war. They such as annuities. rents, farmsir cost :sou more than separate
the standard lie per cent dist real
estate
or
securities,
evwere federalized in
y
title,
au
returns
and your
Septembcr.
tion tor non -business epenses.
en though that resenne cc a-. be.
1950, and sent to Japan last
/W11.1111,4’
t he collector figures
No
;O
11.,!
.
):.:1 ;eathe $5.000 mark.
your tits on the eombined or
March.
"
Unless a taxpayer in the low separate. incomes. nhieheser re Both were about half of author_
it,. h.C.111. o
N.’14I
ized strength of 1R,000 men %%hen income brackets had extraordinary sults in the lower tax.
t!
t
Washington (UP) For the first called to active duty, They %sere mi.dical or other deductible pers1
,Ititi
It.
III
Th.; only information clue nil’
t511t:1;tlitt:. 1)1,111 it: ft
time since the war, the United, filled out
name.
with volunteers and onal expenses which would reduce on lo-10A. apart from
States is sharing some of its atom- draftees.
his tax liability substantially, the address, occupation and social se- tailYoti c.itItIttl 11. -duet latimity
ic secrets with another country
Guardsmen are required to ’ Bureau of Internal Revenue says, curity 11U1116.1% is the source and 11(114’1" laI’S1 /11111 iV11,111.1‘, 111( 11, .1 .1
Canada.
0 usually is to his advantage to amount of 3-our income informa- while travelling on business, but
In s on active dots’ for 21
They are not secrets about at- months. The Army now plans to use 1040A, rather than the more lion concerning your dependents, you may Include transportation.
omic weapons, as such. Informa- bring individual Guardsmen roinplex short or long 1040 forms, and the number of exemptions you meals, lodging. tips, hire of public
stenographers and similar traselLike the two 1040 forms, 1040A claim.
tion on that subject can’t be trad- home in time to release them
ed or given away under U.S. law. after the two-year stint. This may be filed as a joint or a sap,
Attach the W-2 withholding tax mg charges for %% Inch your emBut they may well have to do with would be next September in the arate return. You may file a joint statement provided by your em- ployer does not reimburse you.
return for yourself and your wife ployer. and send the return to the You can not deduct the cost of
production of atomic explosives.
ease of the 40th Guardsmen.
If Congress approves. the Guard lor husband on any of the three nearest tax collector’s office. The regular travel to and from work.
The interchange of information nith Canada was disclosed divisions as organizations will be forms, even if your spouse had no collector figures your tax and
Tear off the hack sheet, and
at a news conference yesterday kept on duty indefinitely with re- income.
send the first Inn pages of 101.1
a
bill
or
a
refund.
sends
you
present
tax
law,
it
Under
the
placements
taking
the
places of
hy Chairman Gordon Dean of
to the collectors other as a sho:
The taxpayer wbo earned less 1090 form, along with your W-2
Is to the adsantage of almost
the Atomic Energy commission. present members.
your rewithholding-statenwnt.
He said it is the first, and so
fund claim or a check or money
far the only, trade of atomic inorder for any tax due.
formation with a foreign country
since Congress last year amended
the atomic energy act’s secrecy
-Man! Whai o tasty smoke
provisions.
London (UP)Foreign Secrethis YELLO-BOLE
The amendment permits ex- tary Anthony Eden said today that
gives me!"
change of certain non -weapon in- Britain hopes to reach an agree ’Washington (UP) --The United the General Serices Administ raformation, including data on nu- ment for adequate defense of the Stales has granted Britain $300, - lion would pay Britain, but said
clear "furnaces" and manufacture Suez Canal Zone which would 000,000 to maintain the "strength payment would be "on the basis
of fissionable materials, if the meet "Egyptian aspirations."
4,71.
and stability" of her defense pro- of present American prices." The
Sr.
trade benefits the United States
At the same time he said the gram.
agency’s current buying prices
without jeopardizing security.
Egyptian government will be held
The grant, which had been pu- have not been announced, but its
Dean refused to say specifical- responsible for loss of life and blic knon ledge before the recent
selling price to industrial customly %%hat information Canada is property in Saturday s Cairo riot - visit of Prime Minister 44inston ers recently was cut to 50’2 cents
naBlitish
and
ing.
Eden
said
eight
giving the United States
Churchill, na the first iteable
a pound.
ssliat information she Is getting tionals were killed.
econ 00000 Hill to the British since
to
the
statement
in return. But it has been specspecial
In a
Marshall Plan help to Britain
Wilted Bud this country %%ants House otCommons, Eden said that ended.
ready
to
negowas
still
can
all the Information it
get Britain
itt
Mutual Security Director W. net
Amin Canada’s atomic reactor tiate a revision of the 1936 Anglo- Averell Harriman, who announced
has
Egypt
which
treaty
Egyptian
at Chalk River, Ont.
the grant last night. promised that
lteStat.%
The I tid
UP
Tokyo .I
The Canadian reactor is the scrapped.
despite the need to boost economic offered yesterday to share with
51.00-53.50
British
permitted
the
treaty
believe
The
world’s best. Sonic sources
411(
aid to Britain, it will not be nec- Japan the costs of maintaining
its good points may be incorpor- to maintain garrisons in the Canal essary to ask Congress for any adSHOP
SMOKE
POPULAR
American -manned defenses in Jaated in the atomic furnaces being Zone.
ditional foreign aid funds during
35 S
ends.
occupation
the
after
pan
Majesty’s
His
of
"It
is
the
aim
built at the $1.250,000.000 atomic
the current fiscal year which ends
____
explosives plant on the Savannah government to reach an agreement June 30.
An American mission headed Is
Lill1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111L
adequate
the
for
arrangements
on
Special Ambassadot Dean Iriver in South Carolina.
_
Without the grant, Harriman
_
These reactors will manufacture defense of the Canal Zone which" said, Britain nould has.. been opened negotiations with tI,,
=
=
_
- - =
plutonium for A-bombs or tritium would meet Egyptian aspirations,
Ili;
_
forced to cut its defense prog- panese government on the d. ,
= . 111’N lef’
_
to
agreement
for H-bombs, or both. The AEC Eden said.
=
ram "by more than !nice Hs administrative
=
_
=.
has said they will be of "new deern the stationing of I’S
Witch" as $3.00,0110,000.
=
sign" but has not said how they
I )1 rt.1.1 111’N
transferred sea and air forces here until .1,,
The nioney Oil
=
=
sesurit,)
will differ from the big plutonium
=
=
From military aid funds granted CRI1 guarantee her own
at Hanford. Wash
The agreement is required
under 4he Mutual Security Pact
of 1951, which authorizes such ac- the broad U.S.-Japan security tr. ,
tion at the discretion of the presi- ty signed last September in Sit
For Hot Coffee on
Francisco.
dent.
BREAKFAST SERVED All DAY
B a-aim:Jon (UP)- The House
Meantime, General Services AdRusk .in his opening statement. ’
LOWEST PRICES
yestervoted
committee
Judiciary
ministrator Jess Larson announced ..ought to allay Japanese concern
QUAL1’’ rr‘r :
flay to investigate Attorney Gen- that the United States will Ini)’ that the U.S. security forces would
0061
rub’
natural
of
crude
tons
25,000
his
occupation."
a
"second
and
McGrath
constitute
Howard
era, J.
9th at William I
6:30 D. ’ .
in a deal that interfere with Japanese commerce
management of the Justice depart. her from Britain
I
"will be of advantage to both aria impose a heavy financial burinent.
CUSTOM -CUT
countries."
den on Japan.
A resolution adopted in a closed
"The presence of U.S. forces in
The transaction nill be eonscommittee session limited the in[Acted in the nest few months, and about Japan will involve cost’
Larson said, and ssill not affect and we believe these costa
vestigation to "specific allegations
and complaints based upon cred_ scheduled purchases of other be shared upon an equitable bwi
Naglee Barber Shop ;
erude rubber stock*.
, in the light of our respective ;11,1
dile evidence not mere suspicion
508 South 10th Street
’ say how much I ties to Isar them." he said.
and rumor."
Chairman Emanuel Cellar 111
DR. PALMER
N.Y.) refused to give the commitDR, FALLOWS
tee vote.
OPTOMETRISTS
The inquiry will be conducted l.s
Thursday Only
OPTICIANS
a subcommittee composed of foot
125 SOUTH FOURTH
61 Sosrth Firs* Urtegol
Democrats and three Republican,
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House Commi? ttee

To Quiz McGrath

Bungalow Fountain

Chilly Mornings

HAIRCUTS

Pre-War Price

SPARTAN
DONUT SHOP

$1.00 Complete Dinner

5.

CORONA

UNDERWOOD

ROYAL

REMINGTON

TYPEWRITERS
For Rent
Special Rental Rates for Students
Used Standard & Po,tabl Mactins For Sale
Est

Easy Payment Plan

9,-.10

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Parkiaq Next Door

24 S. 2nd St., CYpress 3-6383

Come As You Are

Hot Food to Take Out

Week Days-41.40

Spaghetti. Qt. 65c

Sundays & Holidays 51.60 ,
Private Banquet Room

Ravioli, Qt. 75c

[1 30 A

ItA

io 9

CO P

"Illtedetst. higgeast. K-.tOrr/mg
Eyparts .n CIninq
9
and

A quart of each fineds Siff.

THE ITALIAN RESTAURANT
Opn

Owl Shoe Hospital

Sat. and Suet.

Until 9.30 PM,

119 S. 2nd St.
Jack’s

SHELL SERVICE
CC J

175 SAN AUGUSTINE STREET
Downstairs

CY 44045

Vkt

.44.41
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Cougar Wrestlers
Are Potent Squad
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LLOYD BROWN
’ I
I
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Sc Ill
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1/1111140s111 tournament, the purpose 1.11 it 611’11 is to 111.1 :11.1
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I., ins’ mut atrial tit Intl AMIN-A competition all fun his
havh school bouts PreV IOUs service holds or gist on’
nuitch sould &equably a man

..it.

157 lb.: Del McGhee, 167 lb.;
Bob (*rank 177 lb.; Joe host,
ir
Six schools will participate
191 lb.: Del Mosier, heoweight,
the two-night dual meet wrestliii:
and Doll.’,
Satjamboree in the Spartan gym
NVashingten State will not he
urday and Monday nights, but the
the only standout team in action,
-probable center of attraction cc ill
luiwever. Stanfora strowed surprishe the meeting between Sail Jose
ing strength against the Spartans
and Washington Stale. The tongnight The locals edged the
Cr,, won the 1950 Coast title and Friday
were 1951 co-champions with the Indians. 22-15.
(al Poly, usualtv strong in
University of Canfornia.
wrestling, has been slow startTed NIumby, Spartan %%rest,ing thls season. They will pering toach, says that the team
form Saturday but must return
from the Palouse country lost
to classes at San Luis Obispo
most of its outstanding men
The Spartan .110e.....
Monda.
From last year. hut they have
oill replace Cal Poly for the
enough holdtwer talent to preNIondav matches.
sent another pooerful squad.
The two individual standouts
MUMBY
Outstanding Cougar matman scheduled to make an appearance
... big meet soon
1950 Far
probably is Jim Dolle. PCI semi- are Webber Lawson.
By IRAN ERKOTA

I

-./r.’

Ibis touraament should gie colleges in the area the impetus
%hot, ha. poshest NJ’s hosing to a nation.s1 poster. The mayoral% of
l’ort
’tarn corny stp through hosing .1a...es and has.. M.% to
college. %Jul none 1.I then.
pot! ois ts.i ing gloses before at

TED

finalist in the 137 lb. class last
year. Dolle lost to Carroll Middleton of San Diego State by 9-8.
ph.- Ni/f. 1/1 11111 1.1.
It ..tottul.
that institut
Mumby expects to send Johnny
encooragr?
1
id1/i 111:1
eould. through instilling
Jackson against the WSC star
as U.. lo ’1.4.4 ton rum-tient tate, s, dwelop teams that would be
Bill Tomaras, Cougar coach,
,
Fans whit watched SJS and Michigan Stat.
.-r’ iii’ to Ital. ch.s.l.
bringing a full 10-man squad whe
tooth- to a II/ .1%,
pp ..paiton
Friday night will not hag.’! the!
will participate both days.
comprising the WS(’ traveling
I
I
1....1111... III I ht. .111
’,II.’ 1111 . I.
squad are Jerry Holt, 115 lb..
Varsity box.rs and a number 01
noie... tournament stateh as Portal has planned %mild he a ,
Iry
(den Anderson.
1123 Ih.:
mittmen who have not appeared
big step tooarell enlarging (hr prograin of a sport that is 3111 good for
Dahlberg. 130 lb.;
DeLanci.
in
Spartan
meet service
suits
will
for providing thrills
it
4."..4.144014 character of a participant
Duncan, 147 lb.; Ray Needham.
teams from Alameda Naval Air
I.., the tqtruf 1...,
station, Moffett Field. and TreasMI. Island Friday night in a card
i’l..int
;hat 1952 leythermen will break an .111- that now has 23 bout,.
!
/111111r!,4ita 1)11CillS
to:
inive dual matches %%dhow a det,
In an effort to strengthen his
Tickets for the S.1s Minne1-) plc-ass
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look, -,1
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t
111111111111g
regulars and acquaint the lesssota hosing matches are on sale
.
..
eperienceel
ii Ph ring proced11)01111111’ %% licit %our’ at Is
in the Graduate Manager’s ol
ures, Coach Dee Portal is ill atit. 6-1
lice. These matches still be held
:
N1.. 1.,.. 1.1
tempt to get a% many bouts as
Tuesday, in the Spartan gym.
there is gr.-ii doubt If
In the Nurthol...t country
possible.
Tickets are 33 rent% to ASB
,1.1111.1’.reit
t
hitt 1.1111/.1Kit’ boast ..t .1 national champion card
The
tiraduate
holders.
tentative program which
1.11. troll s. -.-,u,..1 I. .1.o. 114,1
1,14114
rat.’,isportaii
I
the mentor has drawn up calls manager’s offiee espeets a sell? umor-es
to. guest. ot the MitIlirrie
month.
out
student tickets and warns
for the following men to face
all those planning to attend to
\loan:op.,. the Hest colleilate Ir41171 10 11114’1 the (;01ilen Raiders, members of the Alameda team: Al
buy their tickets as soon as pie,
natiottal etianipien III Ned s itsthian. and he is leptited to be 3 Accurst), 112; Ernie Paramo, 119.
ha .
Mle.
list
;old I Ion Camp niects him, the Spartan Don Camp. 125; Vic Harris, 132.
hi
Don Hill and Chuck Adkins. rto
a.
tp.ilit at borne
ha., keen skiing most of his mad work
Jerry Stern and Joe DeSotn,
i.
f,i, fultql in Isith the Cal P,.’i
ii 11..
:111d MS(’
Bill Mend.isa, 156:
Rel.!,
it
o
175; and Vince Malone. heavyweight.
pc.

ag.

Portal Names

/3111(01’

Ijviuieii for

Western and PCI 115 lb. champion from Cal Poly, and Frank
!Waxham, San Jose State’s 1950
and 1951 PCI 157 lb. titlist.
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Moffett Field sailors will run
into the likes of .11rn Long. 125;
Rill Knauer, 139; %Ilan White.
147; Carl .1nrall
. and Darrell
Dukes, 163: Ilkm Durbines, 18.5;
and
Ted
Springston.
heat
o eight. f’urlai 1111,1111ablY is ill send
Doug Steoart, IV: Dick Dcmler. 147; SI latheos.
156; Ed
Heinrich. 163; end Norm Carter.
1714. against the Treasure Island
squad.
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Mimber
Associated Va.-1143.’46er: of Amer;ca

GOOD TIRES 53.00 up
TRANSMISSIONS 517.50

Sealed Beams (very good) $5.00 Pair
Open
Good Used Batteries $5.00
Sat., Sun.
Differentials $17.50
& Holidays

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
WE HAVE PARTS, TIRES AND ACCESSORIES

ABC WRECKING YARD
5 MILES NORTH OF SAN JOSE ON

F

OAKLAND HIGHWAY
:MIlES AND SAVF. SISSlif

BRIDGEMANS
Recreation Center

3
.1

1.1

HOTEL SAINTE CLAIRE

Bring Hie gang to . . .
111.111111111. is
4.1iI1111,
keteers
llot shot.
fl,Ikllili,I
kappa Tau
I rift Ws
%I.1

I’. 1

Sainte Claire
Barber Shop

WANT SOME FUN?

I I xi.l I I
55 4.11

Stop in
Today

s Trio., x: aim GI

JNTRAMURAL STANDINGS
40

You’ll look
neater with
one of our
haircuts ...

4 ..11(L
MALI l
I’ll11:111.1

54

16

tiets
.1m slan
signs.. ’,OW,

i

i

Bowling Lanes

Billiard Room

butt

Lounge
Restaurant

When it

comes to. havirl a good time
in a pleasant, congenial atmosphere,

B 0 Y ! ! !

Bridggman’s is the place. to go. Open
every n;ght for the convenience of the
college crowd . . . get the gang and
&mon down.

Do I feel good? I just ha.)
my leathers ck.in:,d
. . .
1, V. (.41,

Cleaner,*
‘.\- !Ito,

375 W. SANTA CLARA
CY 2-2825

1 y

Second & Son Cor’os
I

1

Cagers Clash With Stanford Tonight
Indian Hoop

McPhersonmen Visit Farm.
For Test Against Indians JaN%-ei..... I ’lir%

sl SI: I is. D %A 1

TOM RI

H

fine offense, it has fallen short

one reason the Indians have won
12 of IS games this season. Ram stead is a good man on the back board and he also can hit his
share of shots.
Along with
Ramstead: Jim
Walsh is another of the Indian
pace setters’."-Walsh can shoot ctfectively and can rebound w.115
Ilton Tomsie,
of the fresh-

in the delensiie department.
The Indians hate a last breaking team ti ith a lot of scoring
punch and are known to capitalize on opponents* mistakes.
Jim Ramstead,
tenter.

men on the Stanford squad, is
the sparkplug of the Indian last
break. 1’
sic stands on!) :..’
but is ieri speed, and can bit
from far out wit h t o- ha nded
set shots.

All
a
nionons ihree-zam.
tour to Hawaii. San Jose State
cagers will try to continue their
win streak this evening when they
meet the Stanford Indians on the
Farm. Game time is set for 8
o’clock.
Although

FORWARD LEE JENSEN

Stanford

boasts

a

r.

Since the war. the Indians hat
clipped the Spartans s
while losing only Mi.
locals.

)N jib
Indian Brat.

George Clark. Sparta’s All -Pa Jose Siat. j.ayte.... are
eine Coast candidate. will lead thc
hoping 141 bring back the collecSpartans’ attack against the Indians, who hate been nearly- un- tit e scalps of the Stanford Braves,
beatable against San Jose in the it hen they face them in tonight a
light Stanford gym.
o’clock preliminary earn.’ to the
The Spartan hair been aork-.IS-Indian contest.
ing hard this neek. prepping for
the game nith hopes ot ,o .-rthroning the Rig Red. ahuh
Coach Walt McPherson feels his
boi are capable of doing.

Probable Brat,’ lineup will he
L.e7er !mine and Dick Catiet at
tottt aids. 6 7 Russ Lavilri at
Wayne
lockhart
...wet,
and
along with Jim Johnson at the
The Spartans will go to the Post guard spots.
with Clark at ismer. Duane BapThe Spaitababes will retaliate
tiste and Lee Jensen at forwards, with high -sooting Bill Kattei and
and Elmer Craig and Jack Avina Dick Brady in the l,uiataiil i.-i.
at guards.
lions, Bud Iljelm at the pito is.st.
Mort Schorr is expected to be and Slim llodeson and Cat roll
an earlv substitute for the Spar- Williams at guards.
tans.
Saturday night, the jay
Doh Wilesthoff’s Spartan junior face a potent squad fioni NI
arsity faces the Stanlord Braves junior colleg. in 11
a 6 o’clock preliminary game.’ 14OW Glen hieb So
icSi
JIM/

\11

N.

CO

nVi
11-3.

’Mill’ (11/11."I’

Aslta ard hold. rs it ill I,.
milted free to the st.Inford sI bitlolball
game* I ..nig hI
at
.41anlurd. Ti..- arit
K.
Hill
begin at /4 o’clisela and the pr.. bet it ern
In
lamina r
game
spartan Jait yes and the Stan turd Itraies
begin at 6

GORDON’S
(.rid Gann. TodaN
’

Barring ani unforeseen rain.
Pi Kappa Alpha and Delta I p %ikon it ill nisi todai at 4 p.m.
on the junior %Arsiii praelire
for the intranniral footfield
to
according
ball
Kill
Perri. intramural director.
The teams hate been nailing
since Der. 14 to plai the game.

HAPPY IN HULALAND is this
Spartan basketball group ponwd
neat to an airliner in Honolulu
a fen minutes after their arriial last neek. Left to right, back
roa: Athletic Manager Jerry
Vronm. Don ’Awards,. Duane
Baptiste. George Clark, Lee Jensen. Bill Abbott. Lee Deming.
Front ron: Stan Was-huh, Jack
.11i Ina. Coach Walt McPherson,
Mort Schorr, Elmer Craig.

THIS is ale life

of the man who wears

Arrow Shorts!
Perfectly at ease in action

perfectly comfortable at ease!
Arrow Chong... Crippor
fasinrr I or iallartir
waistband.
Arrow 4 thlerir
I oder ’harts
rrnsv T *Awls

..

IBRLijT
TIES

SPORTS SHIRTS

104441GRIWIF.AR

D

HANCHURCHISFS

Wi4

UNK
IERKS
ELICIOUS
ONUTS
AILY

For All Your
Winter Sports
Equipment
Complete Rental Service
121 E. SAN FERNANDO

Plenty or

11), inside
Arrow Shorts!

Clark Boosts
Settring Mark
To 223 Points I
Picking up 38 points overseas;
against three flawaii teams. Center George (’lark shoved his scoring output to 223 points in 151
1
games for a 119 average.
Behind All -Pacific Coast candidate Clark in the Spartan scori.:
parade are Elmer Craig. with
points; Duane Baptiste. 131: I
Jensen. 109. Mort Schorr, 77. 110
Edwards, 32; Jack Avina. 51, I
Deming, 18; and Stan %Vachon, I
Clark trails Ben Gibson of
Mary’s for the scoring leaders,..:
among the Bay Area Indep.
dents. Gibson had 97 points in 11%.
independent games going into last :
night’s tilt with 1:SF at Richmond.
Clark has tallied 84 points in five
games.
C.SF entered the St. Mary’s fray
last night leading in independent
play with a 3-0 record. St. Mary’s
was second with 4-1. Santa Clari
was third with 2-2. followed :
COP 12-3i, San Jose Stat.. i 1 and San Francisco State i’.-21
--

SPORT SHOP

N

ith .Irr lit. S fornoug
contoured meat panel no center scam!
Van it, man. whaes worse than pltrupt, -C111 shorts
W

that l,inai, hunch and ride up? It just can’t hap-

itcn with 11-rowa --- becaluse there cut full in
the lird plate. and "Sanforiaed--laheled t won’t
Itrink more than 1%1. Plain or pattern, whit*
gel yours Inds!!

or colors

I:nippers or all-olsoir torialoand

Irresr q.nreff .
Irr.ou

411’uielir

I

ridordstrts

Arrou 7 ’,h.q.

glEE

WE GIVE

CUSTOMER
PARKING
BACK Of

SIN
GREEN
TRADING

STORE

SANTA CLARA AT SECOND
s,NCE ,925
101 ARROW LNIVtiRSIT1 STYLES

STAMPS

AMS I o Give Athletic Award Speaking Choir
;At Tuesday’s Boxing Matches To Highlight
Reading Show

Wednesday. Jan. 30, 1352

SIPARTAN DAILY
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Animals of the Week

The Associated Men Students’
first "Athlete of the Mon t
award will be presented at next
Tuesday night’s University of MinSJ
a,InAarirSi"PsUb7icc:
to
ity chairman.
Winner for the month of JanuatA. will receive a merchandise

SI)ider,Crocodile,Snake
Shown in Special Exhibit , . (e)rdsoitnag
.,

14.11A

.t
..1.

ealled
il.

that

51.4, tat fliAplay is the ’southern rut,: necked snake from the
ort 1...iitlerdale region on the
voLitheat cooi.1 of Florida. This
.
snake oas obtained front It.
effrgr, f. nrr at a nurwr, in
Burbank. San -Jose suburb. Dr.
’smith said the snake is non Rh losels reit roanipir., all/
species.
sembling a s
soakc attains a leiii.;th
T It I
I ;aryl) in excess of 13 inches. al-.

111/.111 I’.

on

11.

.

II

I I

I hr parayfahas 4.1).11.4r r. $.1144140
bronniess,
po Iona
.11 ph
n as a broorn
te.I1 k MA
1..try tarantula. This species is
It hough one example was once dmgrassy roll
oevinion throssui
!
.41 18-20 inches Imo’
alifornia.
ing hill areas ot
,piicts are
t.111141I14111A. Dr. Smith said
oc.,ple who ha.
I C.ir-p1.11.41
it tat trtt
Oa, spretes of Is N.01 kmn the late is
,-:1
’
1A/1.111A
pas al,1- to that tot a hhostittila.
jobs W I be gich tumuli ota !tann.5 11,4ft r 4.11111111011S relatI011 is
ing when a representatat of the
I A
s’aid
0:11:11111.11a,
I
roiled States Navy departMent
’1 1,, ,otttcs
,toallet, %I./A
will he on campus to interview
Atrtkrti tcp asetIlt,. Is not genapplicants for jobs in the San
A -111,4T.
/1;1% A tht.rr
a..

inAuu t
Available in \nrv

1a1

A

Francisco Naval shipyard.
Jobs open include civil, mechanical, and general engineering.
There will be a signup sheet in
the Placement office, Room 100,
for students who are interested
in these jobs, according to Dr.
Vernon A. Ouellette, placement
director

Ir

I4111,1%
’south
The
bit km
%nierican rfasa.111.4
f.
Iy
I. moo Ivs the black
man and
I, Iron. the upper .% VI14 VIM itl’r
g ion of south
%lawn
I allA
robs
it attains a fair of
approsiniatels 10 feet,
Ilse
III/A%
..11 sliAplaY
only
IDAIPA
Anti is AtIOPIII nine and
’pa et I e’r

, award from Wood’s Men’s store of
San Jose. A perpetual trophy will
record names of the top athletes
’ throughout the year, Pitts said.

A board of judges will act on
Inominations submitted by coaches
of the various sports at the col, lege and will decide who will receive the trophy.

The judges consist of Tim Wood,
AMS athletic chairman, who will
ViT
I present the award; Charles Kohn
Wood’s Men’s store; Fred MerGame.of
rick of the San Jose Mercury;
Wes Mathis of the San Jose EveA competitive basketball tour- ning News; Roy Hurlbert, sports
women’s
betwe..n the
ii.iment
editor of the Spartan Daily; Joe
hoilsing groups is the main activ- Juliano. alumni director; Danny
ity being featured by WAA this Hill, athletic news director at the
college; and Jess Aguilar, AMS
quarter, according to Mary Pahl.
president.
publicity chairman
Identity of the first winner of
Every Wednesday night six basketball games are played in the the award will not be disclosed
Women’s gym from 7 to 10 p.m. until the presentation is made,
Pitts said.
last week’s game results are
follows: Alpha Phi over Late
Comers, 72-19; Dribblelets over ,
Rec. Majors, 19-17; Grace Hall
Hlver Sigma KaPPa, 20-13; Rippers
over Twain harks S. Wing, 35- .
! 27; Soph Majors over Jr. Trans- i Workers yesterday concluded
fers. 39-38; Frosh II over Frosh I. applying the 2 by 4 foot squares
140-38.
I
Spartan women’s volley ball of asphalt -coated roof insulating
team won over Stanford univer- material to the Chapel top, acsity Saturday et Stanford univer- Cording to Fred ZeissIr, job fore, sity. Norma Gentry is volley ball man.
I manager.
The building’s roof also was pa.
A sports day to be held with
Stanford is being pliftmed by Mae pered, preparatory to tiling today,
or tomorrow, Mr. Zeissler said.
’Stadler, basketball manager.

AA Plans Group
Basketball

Roof Insulation of
Chapel Completed

A Men’s Speaking Choir will
highlight the second Oral Reading program of the quarter, slated for presentation tomorrow
from 4-5 p.m. at the Gamma Phi
Beta house, 189 S. 11th street, according to Dr. Dorothy Kaucher,
professor of speech and chairman
of the Oral Reading division.
The men who compose the
choir: Clyde Allen, Edward Berryesse. Robert Fossgren, Hugh
Heller, John Lambert, Barrett
McFadden, Jerry Morrison a rill
Ron Wren will present a poem by
John Masefield, "Sea Fever," and
a Scots ballad, "Sir Patrick
Spens."
In addition, they will provide a
background for a parody to be
presented by Mrs. May Ansley,
said Dr. Kaucher.
The remainder of the program
will include Cherie Brigham reading an excerpt from the "Autobiography o f Lincoln Steffens,"
Mrs. May Ansley reading a satire
by Cornelia Otis Skinner. Norma
Welch reading "Christmas in
Maine" by Robert Coffin, Hugh
Heller reading "The Horse That
Blowed First" by E. T. Wallace.
and Ron Wren reading Ray Bradbury’s -Kaleidoscope."
No admission is charged at the
Oral
Reading
programs,
Dr.
Kaucher added, and all interested
persons are invited to attend.
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LUCKIES TASTE BETTER!
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It takes line tobacco to give you a better-tasting
cigarette. And Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.
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But it takes something else, too- superior workmanship. You get fine, light, mild, good -tasting
tobacco in the better-made cigarette. That’s why
Luckies taste better. So, Be HappyGo Lucky!
Get a carton today!
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